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for itself nationally
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Kickoff event explains concepts of business in India
SAM-i hosts workshop on the
values of culture when engaging
in international business
By Erik Westlund
GVL Stqff Writer

GVl / Chfh Poft*f
Understanding before action: Professor Ijideep Motwam speaks Tuesday evening m the Loosemore Auditorium about the cultural
aspects of doing business in India

Grand Valley State University students had the
opportunity to leant about Indian culture and business
practices Tuesday night at a workshop titled How to do
Business in India.
The event, hosted by the Society for Advancement
of Management and International Business, was the
kickoff event for India Awareness Week at GVSU.
Sarah Elliott, president of SAM-i. said it is important
for students to develop an understanding of the country
and its business culture, not only for students interested
in traveling to or working in India, hut for all students
interested in the global marketplace.
‘The business world today has a huge global
aspect." Elliott said. "We want to be able to equip
GVSU students, faculty and the local community with
the tools to successfully understand the culture and
See India, A2

The faces behind franchises
Mascots are ‘living, breathing
billboards’ creating recognition
for teams, energizing fans
By Shawn Zalewski
GVl. News luiitnr

There is u reason Grand Valley State University’s
mascot Untie the leaker has a huge grin on his face.
Besides cheering on the leakers m their athletic
contests. Louie enjoys a unique occupation that combines
both work and play.
From the perspective of most fans, sports mascots are
nothing hut goofy-looking foam characters who bounce
around studiums. However, several mascots are talented
individuals making u living in a highly competitive
industry.
For Andy Fry. director of the Umnatics student
section at GVSU. Louie is fhc face of the university's
athletic success.
"We expect good behavior out of our Louie, on and
off the field," Fry said.
He added that Untie attends all home Ioothall and men's
basketball games, as well as the majority of women's
basketball, volleyball and soccer competitions.
Untie is also a familiar face on the Allendale Campus,
showing up to promotional and charity events, such as
when GVSU frcsidenl Thomas J. Haas hostage was

held hostage as part of the Battle of the Valleys
chanty campaign
A few students try out to become the next Louie
every year. Fry said. The main qualifications
include being a full-time undergraduate student
in good standing, as well as showing passion for
the university and athletics.
"The main purpose of a mascot is to be a
huggable. lovable stuffed animal for fans,” said
Taylor Griswold, mascot coordinator for the Detroit
Pistons. "At the same time, they are a living,
breathing billboard to create brand recognition
within the community.”
Beyond a presence at home games, mascots
such as the Pistons’ Hooper and Mini-Hooper
are expected to he visible within communities,
available for parades, chanty functions,
pep rallies and elementary school visits.
Griswold said.
A stark contrast to the average cheap
Halloween costume, some of the most
elaborate mascot suits can cost thousands
of dollars, he added.
Professional mascots not only need to he
animated, hut require extensive expenence in
(heater, comedy, improvisation, props and non
verbal communication. In some cases. Griswold
said a mascot must he able to dance and perform
See Mascots, A2

Leaders
to discuss
business
expansion
By Erik Westlund
GVL Staff Writer

Bringing together business and
its relation with the global market.
Discover Business Abroad will
teach students about the cultural
differences
encountered
when
working overseas.
The presentation will feature
speakers with both academic and
professional experience Students
will then be treated to international
cuisine in a conference-style setting,
where they can interact with the
speakers and GVSU’s multicultural
student population.
The
conference,
part
of
International Business Culture Week,
is co-sponsored by the International
Club and the accounting honors
society Beta Alpha Psi.
Zafar Bazarov, vice president
of the International Club and
treasurer of Beta Alpha Psi. said he
encourages students of all academic
backgrounds, not just business
majors, to attend this event.
Employers from every industry
will look to hire graduates who are
open to the idea of working overseas
in the future — a prospect Bazarov
said he thinks many American
students are afraid of.
“One of the goals of this
conference is to get that burden
off the students so they will feel
more comfortable going abroad
and getting those opportunities,”
he added. “Then that person will
he more competitive, now that
everything is going global ”
Seidman College of Business
professor Ben Rudolph will discuss
the cultural challenges of conducting
business abroad. Rudolph teaches
multinational marketing at GVSU
and has worked and taught in several
different countries.
His presentation will feature a
videoofinterculturalcommunication.
and audience members who can
point out the tilm's mistakes will he
awarded with what Rudolph called
"huge cash prizes.”
Jeff Grim, who recently spent two
years on international assignment,
will speak about doing business in
Japan. Grim works for Deloitte, one
of the largest professional business
service firms in the world.
Rafal Hejne. president of the
See Businesses, A2
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Annual performer to cast spell on audience
Hypnotist will take the
stage Tuesday to engage
guests with comedic,
interactive performance
By Laura Mazade
GVL Stuff Writer

GVl hnhm 1 A«May C atmtack
Und«r hit control: Tom Deluca hypnotize* volunteers on stage at the beginning of his show m the
f leklhous# last year Me will perform af GVSU on Tuesday

For more than 20 years, Tom
DeLuca has hypnotized Orand Valley
State University students to expose
their inner creativity.
Next week, DeLuca will return
to the Allendale Campus for his
hypnosis show in OVSU's Fieldhouse
Arena. However, this year’s sponsor.
Spotlight
Productions,
added

something more to encourage students
to come to the event.
Musical
group After School
Special will begin the show before
DcLuca's performance, with doors
opening at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday.
“It'll he something new and
cool to get people to go earlier and
gel the crowd in the mood to see a
good show,” said Juston Espinoza.
Spotlight Productions coordinator for
the event.
Taking volunteers from the crowd,
DeLuca engages the audience with
participation while hypnotizing and
giving different commands to each
volunteer. Espinoza said.
He added that DeLuca picks
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Literary Edition
Winners:
Poetry: Greg Schumaker
Prose: Linda A. Sutkvan
Short Story: Lindsey Drager
Photography: Dennis LeGono
Illustration Tan Okphant

Art and Design: Amanda Dmkel

See DeLuca, A2
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with valid GVSU ID
for students and staff.
Apply at 100 Commons
or call 331-2460

continued from poge A1

business practices of ocher
countries.''
Jaideep Motwarn, chair and
professor of management for the
Seidman College of Business,
gave an interactive presentation
highlighting the cultural aspects of
conducting business in India.
The fundamental difference
between American and Indian
culture is context versus content,
and he said Indian culture favors
high context and low content
This means in the Indian business
culture, the context in which
communication takes place is more
important than what is said, he
added.
This is in stark contrast to
American culture and can create
obstacles in the business world
when these two cultures interact.
Motwarn said. He illustrated several
hypothetical scenarios highlighting
these difficulties, and the TO students
in attendance divided into groups to
brainstorm possible solutions.

Businesses
continued from poge A1

The Lanthorn Is currently looking for several
individuals to fill the following key roles:

Advertising Representative
Cartoonists
Graphic Designer
Humor Columnists
Layout Staff
Staff Writers
All positions are paid Internships available

International Club, said his
group wanted students to be
aware of the diversity in the
business sector and to expand
their knowledge of those
differences
“We want to open the eyes
of students that the world is
not only Grand Rapids, it’s not
only the United States,’’ he said.
“People do business differently
in different parts of the world,
and if you want to be successful,
you have to learn it.”
Paul Marineau. the leader of
the international tax services
group at Crowe Chizek and
international liaison partner

DeLuca
continued from poge A1

volunteers based on their
enthusiasm.
“The show was very well
received last year,” Espinoza
said. “And this year will be his

Online, or around
the comer.
Lake Michigan Credit Union students
receive FREE ATM transactions at all LMCU
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Motwani
added
that
undemanding the culture of
India before beginning a business
relationship
is essential for
meaningful communication
“Undemanding the culture is
the key to a successful business
relationship." he said. “Iaslead of
finding differences and problems
in cultures, try to understand all
cultures ... and try to learn and
adapt to the culture Then you will
be successful.’’
Ashok Kumar, professor of
management for the Seidman
College of Business, spoke about
the economic and manufacturing
climate in India. He said the country
is undergoing a second generation
of reform — concentrated on tax
modifications — which has led a
large number of foreign firms to
become interested in doing business
in India
This change began in I99I with
the abolition of the “license regime”
- policies making it expensive and
difficult for foreign firms to conduct
business in India Licensing reforms
have streamlined the process of

starting a new business operation in
India. Kumar said.
‘They call it one-stop shopping."
he added. “You can do all of the
formalities through one person
now.”
Pranay Rajgartua. president of
RPI Design Code, spoke about his
research of outsourcing computer
software development to India. He
said his company found that only 27
percent of software implemented
has been successful
"Imagine that in terms of the
automotive industry,” Rajgartua
said “That would mean that only
27 out of every 100 can made
would run.”
Rajgartua said many of the
failed outsourcing ventures can be
attributed to poor communication,
many times the result of a lack of
cultural understanding
India Awareness Week also
featured an etiquette dinner
Wednesday night at the Grandville
Banquet and Conference Center
This is the second annual workshop
hosted by SAM-i. with each
focusing on a different nation

to Horwath International, will
speak about doing business in
China.
Bazarov said he did not want
this to be the typical conference
where students listen to expert
speakers
and “don’t
take
anything away from it.”
To give students something
tangible from the conference,
the organizers obtained literature
with practical cultural advice
from various embassies for the
attendees to take home with
them.
Booths will be set up. each
representing a specific continent,
and international students from
two or three emerging countries
will be on hand to answer

questions about their cultural
backgrounds.
The Padnos International
Center and the U S. Department
of Commerce will also be
represented.
along
with
information
about
GVSU
study abroad programs and
international business culture,
respectively.
The conference will be held
today at 6 pm. in the Loose more
Auditorium on Grand Valley
State University's Pew Campus.
The event is free and open to
the public. Tickets can be picked
up at the 2020 Information Desk
in the Kirkhof Center and at
Student Services on the Pew
Campus.

26th year at Grand Valley.”
Ashley
Wamement.
a
Spotlight Productions member
who has coordinated the show
twice and seen DeLuca perform
five times, said students do
not have to worry about his
hypnosis.
"He won’t overstep any
boundaries.” Wamement said.
“He’ll keep it very clean. No one
will do anything under hypnosis
that they wouldn’t normally
do."
Wamement added DeLuca’s
show is classic because it is
somewhat similar to the shows
he has done in the past, but they
never get old.
With the different reactions
DeLuca receives from the
volunteers each year, Espinoza
said the show always varies in
content.
While not all students are
convinced
with
hypnosis
since it sometimes does not
work on volunteers. Espinoza
said DeLuca’s show is very
believable.
“I think people need to have
a certain mind set when being
hypnotized.” he said. “Last year
he had to send five people off

the stage because he couldn’t
hypnotize them, but there was
still a good number of students
he had hypnotized."
Students
should
not
be
skeptical
of hypnosis.
Wamement added.
“They have to see it to believe
it.” she said. “He’ll also answer
questions, and it's a really great
time.”
Some of the reactions from
the audience last year included
a demand to see his show again,
she said.
“1 know students enjoy and
have fun with Tom DeLuca."
Wamement said. "Otherw ise, we
wouldn't bring him hack each
year. Tom puts on a great show.
You’ll laugh the entire time.”
With final exams quickly
approaching. Wamement added
this is a great opportunity for
students to have fun, relax
and forget the pressures of the
semester’s end.
DeLuca’s performance will
begin at 9:1$. and Espinoza said
he expecting a good turnout.
Admission is free.

Mascots
continued from poge A1

acrobatic gymnastic feats,
such as dancing with cheerleaders
or performing slam dunks.
Given the high expectations
and benefits of the job. Griswold
said only one or two full-time
mascot positions open up per
year within all of professional
sports - the NBA. NHL. NFL
and MLB.
For Jeff Mclinat. who will soon
retire after 23 years of experience
working with the Detroit Lions'
Roary mascot program, said
mascots are the sole representative
of a team in some circumstances
“They can’t speak in public, so
then m-costume performance has
to be larger than life ” Melinat
said. “Naturally, the person is in
control of their character, and has
their signature moves or game
time locations."
He added that characters*
responsibilities vary depending
on the league they operate in. For
example, an NBA mascot deals
with performing in front of about
15,000 fans, while an NFL mascot
must be visible for as many as
90.000 fans.
An MLB mascot, such as the
Detroit Tigers’ Paws, must endure
about 70 home games in intense
heat. Melinat said.
Debra Szopjak. a programming
coordinator for the Detroit Tigers,
said the main role of a mascot is
to have fun on the job so fans can
have a more enjoyable experience
at the game
“I see the mascots’ day-to-day
activities, and to them, it’s like a
walk in the park," Szopjak said.
“They know their routines and
are calm about what they have to
do."
With a large community
presence covering hundreds of
appearances per year, the Tigers
charge $125 an hour to bring
Paws to an event, she said.
Michigan State University’s
Sparty. arguably one of the most
recognized characters in collegiate
sports, also illustrates the largerthan-life role of a mascot at the
university level.
“Sparty has the obligation to
portray Michigan State as strong
and charismatic to the surrounding
community as well as the nation.”
said Daniel Masterson. co
director of the MSU Student
Alumni Association
Student Alumni representatives
had the responsibility of preparing
Sparty for nomination into the
Mascot Hall of Fame. Masterson
said. In its second year, the
Philadelphia-based organization
inducted the first collegiate
mascots into the hall.
In 21X15. the Phillic Phanatic,
Phoenix Gorilla and Famous
Chicken were the inaugural
inductees. Sparty. who was also
named 2(X)4’s BufTest Mascot by
Muscle and Fitness Magazine, was
one of six candidates nominated
for the hall, but was not inducted
this year.
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New supermarket proposed to be built in Allendale

Graduate students to
celebrate on Friday
The Fall Graduate Student
Celebration will be held
Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. in
the Loosemore Auditorium
on Grand Valley State
University'! Pew Campus
President
Haas
will
welcome guest and students,
followed by an awards
ceremony
for
students
who
have
demonstrated
excellence while at Grand
Valley State University. All
are invited to attend.
The event is sponsored
by
The
Graduate
and
Professional
Student
Association and the Dean of
Graduate Studies and Grants
Administration.
For more information,
contact Paula Rosenberg,
president of the GPSA, at
rosenbpaAgvsu.edu.

Writing consultants offer
help to GVSU students
Consultants
from
the
Frederick Meijer Center for
Writing will be available
to help students on Sunday
from 7 to 10 p.m. at Kleiner
Commons as part of Writing
Right Where You Are.
For more information,
contact the Center for
Writing at gullolAgvsu.edu.

Grand Rapids ice skating
rink now open
The Rosa Parks Circle Ice
Rink, located off of Monroe
Avenue in downtown Grand
Rapids, is now open and will
remain open throughout the
winter, weather permitting.
Hours of operation are
Monday through Thursday
from 6 to 9 p.m., Friday
from 6 to 10 p.m., Saturday
from noon io 10 p.m. and
Sunday from 2 to 9 p.m.
Admission
is
$1.
and skates are free with
identification.
For more information, call
the Grand Rapids Griffins
Icehouse at (616) 235-030.V

Proceeds of gifts to
benefit non-profit org
The
Women’s
Center
at
Grand
Valley
State
University will sell fair trade
goods Dec. II through 13 in
the Kirkhof Center Lobby
with the proceeds going to
Grand Rapids Opportunities
for Women, a local non
profit organization.
GVSU
community
members can help women
and families thrive at home
and abroad by purchasing
the gifts available at the
sale, according to the press
release.
For more information,
contact the Women's Center
at(616) 331-2748
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In the neighborhood: Family Fare Supermarket, located at 6101 Lake Michigan Drive, is proposed to move to the comer of 64th Avenue and lake Michigan Drive

Allendale grocery
store may move to
a new location as
soon as next fall
By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Assistant News h'ditor

Pending township approval,
a
new
48.000-square-foot
Family
Fare
Supermarket
complex could be constructed
and opened as soon as next
fall.
Features of the proposed
development would include
an adjoined gas station and
an additional 11.682 square
feet of retail space, said Mike
Farrell, director of Family

Fare in Allendale.
The store would be an 11acre development located at
the corner of 64th Avenue
and Lake Michigan Drive in
Allendale, near the Allendale
Christian
School,
which
currently owns the property.
The school has its own
plans to build a new facility
next year.
Although no official cost
estimates have been submitted
to the township. Farrell said a
typical store costs about $6 to
$7 million to build.
Farrell said the reason for
the proposed expansion is
because the current store is
not designed to hold large
quantities of items, and recent
increases in population have
caused a higher demand.

“Right now. the store
is tight for space," Farrell
said. “This expansion will
extend our areas of perishable
goods."
Essentially, the expansion
will allow the store to stock an
increased amount of produce,
meat, seafood and deli items,
he added.
“Having a bigger store
means more selection for the
customers," he said.
While the Family Fare
store will not receive any
tax incentives to build the
new complex, it will have
the benefit of using the new
town center sewage, storm
sewer and water main system,
all of which are planned for
construction later this year,
said Phil Burmel. administrator

for the Department of Planning
and Community Development
in Allendale.
“The contribution is not
financial, but it definitely
will benefit Family Fare and
all the other developments
there." Burmel said.
Family Fare is owned by the
Grand Rapids-based Spartan
Stores Inc., which also owns
D&W Fresh Markets, Glen's
Markets and The Pharm.
Spartan is also a private label
and national brand supplier of
40.000 products to 350 stores
nationwide.
In addition to the new
Allendale store and 87 other
stores in Michigan and Ohio.
Spartan is currently proposing
the construction of two new
supermarkets on East Beltline

Students, administrators to discuss GV's future
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News h'ditor

Students and faculty will
again meet and analyze the
future of Grand Valley State
University during a roundtable
discussion held today.
The bi-annual University
Leadership Roundtable will
take place at 7 p.m. in the
Pere Marquette Room of the
Kirkhof Center.
Participants were selected
by invitation only for the
event, which will examine
the university's future as
it relates to sustainability.
Several university academic
departments and registered
student organizations will have
representation.
"I think of it as an informal

analysis
of
where
the
university stands and where it
is going.“ said Aaron Rider.
Student Senate vice president
for the resources committee
and facilitator of the day's
discussion.
In continuing past semesters'
tradition of focusing on the
future. Rider said the event
will focus on looking ahead.
However, it will highlight
an
underlying
theme
of
sustainability — the ability
of a community or society to
maintain an adequate supply of
economic and environmental
resources for the current and
future generations.
He added that the idea
for
sustainability
came
following
the
universitywide Sustainability Week in

Dance Troupe to hold
performances

October.
which
explained
GVSU’s diverse efforts to
maintain resources within and
outside of campus.
On small group levels,
the roundtable will generate
conversation
which
will
be reported back to the
entire group. Rider said a
brief summary of the entire
discussion will be documented
and presented to administrators,
including GVSU President
Thomas J. Haas and the Board
of Trustees.
“1 hope students leave the
table with a sense of purpose
in their roles as leaders."
Rider said. “They should feel
like they have come together
to develop ideas and create a
sense of direction within the
university."

Road in Grand Rapids. Farrell
said.
Monday
evening,
the
Allendale Township Planning
Commission
passed
the
Family Fare project and
suggested approval to the
Allendale Township Board of
Trustees.
The
township
board
will hold a special meeting
regarding
the
proposed
construction on Dec. 20 at
7:30 p.m. In the past 18 years,
no other supermarket has
approached the township, he
added.
If passed, it has not yet
been decided how the current
property
at
6101
Lake
Michigan Drive would be
used. Burmel said.
»*'

Yeah, you're still in school, but I sugqest you
start thinking about your career before your
parents have to have "the talk'with you!

Office Specialists and Professional Recruiters specialize
in jump starting your career, whether you're looking for
work while in school, entry level or professional positions
once you re done

Think of us as the parents of your career And we ll let you live rent free and do your laundry
for as long as you like1 (Yes, our services are FREEI

Com* Horn* to Axios Today!
www axiosincorporated.com
Ctck on Job S**k*rv th*n AppV

4990 Cascade Road - Suite C
Grand Rapids, Ml 49546
(616)

726-2483

Congratulations Grads! TV-c:

Grand
Valley
State
University's Dance Troupe
will perform "All That
Dance" at Byron Center
High School’s Performing
Arts Center this weekend.
The group's performances
will be on Friday at 8 p.m.
and Saturday at 2 p.m. and
8 p.m.
Tickets cost $5 and may
be purchased at the 2020
Information Desk.
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Eagle Pond Heights

Eagle Pond
Townhouses

A story midrise with
secured entrance
Walled Lake. Ml

Individual Entrances
and Covered Parking
Walled Lake, Ml
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Silverbroke Villa

Leslie Tower Apts.
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Find the perfect holiday gift

Individual entrances
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Purses
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

EDITORIAL

Staying true
As the Grand Valley State University
football team inches closer to a national
championship matchup, fans should show
the same support during the playoffs as they
would if the team were in its final game.
Students do not have to be highly involved in campus affairs to
know GVSU has talented athletic teams. The football team, which
has not lost a game yet this season, marched into another playoff run
looking to capture its second back-to-back national championship in
five years.
With heightened tensions and battles drawing closer to the trophy,
the team deserves the same, if not more, support fans showed during
the regular season. The same students who are already packing their
cars in preparation for an Alabama trek should first make a point to be
present at all playoff games.
Last Saturday’s matchup drew a crowd of 4,133. Although it was
a holiday weekend, that fan base pales in comparison to the average
attendance of 11.807 fans per game the team pulled in earlier this
season. With home field advantage throughout the entire playoff run,
members of the community need to take time out to cheer players
toward victory, helping ensure another national championship trip stays
on the horizon.
While tickets for these games come with a cost, the Student Senate
has generously provided funds for 2,000 free student tickets to each
playoff game. Tickets can be redeemed at the 2020 Information Desk
in the Kirkhof Center or the Athletics department office with a valid
student identification card.
This Saturday, the Lakers will face off against the University of
North Dakota, a team that halted GVSU’s postseason run twice in the
last six years. Kickoff is slated for 12:30 p.m.
With greater dedication from its followers, the football team will
have one more motive to bring home another national title.

YOUR INSIGHTS

If you could ask Louie the Laker one
question, what would it be?

Lanthorn Web Poll

‘Is it hot in there?"

"Are you pro-choice?"

Last week’s question: What are you doing to stay healthy
this winter?

Chris Casazza

Karla Lamb
Junior

Senior
History

Creative Writing

"Boxers or briefs, Camels or
Marlboros?"

“Why do you have that
crazy, crooked smile?"

Dan Fisher

Chris Siemer
Junior

Sophomore
Broadcasting

Biomedical Science

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Celebrate the holidays by helping others
By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Staff Writer
Eating healthy

Exercising

Limiting stress

Other

This year. I finally did

This week’s question: As the semester ends, are you
feeling stressed?

it.
I braved the cold,
early morning to arrive at
Best Buy when it opened
at S a m. the day after
Thanksgiving. I've always
gone shopping the day
after Thanksgiving, but
I’ve never been one of
those crazies that gets up
before the crack of dawn
to shop.
This year, however,
Best Buy was having some
really good sales and a
limited-quantity item that
my dad wanted. I stood
in line and made my way
into the packed store. It
was a madhouse, but I
can't complain. They had
everything I wanted, and I
only waited 20 minutes in
line to checkout.
You may think that’s
crazy, but I've gone before
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Managing Editor
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“Our kids played hard, and we are
used to winning, but we ran into
the nation’s best team and one that

To spread
good will,
cheer
and joy
throughout
this hectic
holiday
season.
It's
so easy
to forget
why we're doing what
we're doing during this
time. When shopping
becomes a hassle and
there isn’t enough money
to buy everyone presents,
it's hard to remember.
When cleaning the house
for company and putting
up with your relatives
becomes tiresome, it's
hard to remember.
Take the time this
holiday season to
remember why we're
really celebrating.
Expensive gifts are not
important — gifts from the
heart are.

Even better, this is the
time to give to others.
Donate to Toys for Tots.
Go to the Dollar Store. It
has the toys right there for
only a buck, complete with
a big box for you to drop
them into.
If a dollar is too much,
donate your spare change
to the Salvation Army bell
ringers as you exit a store.
Or for a 39-cent stamp,
send a letter or a holiday
card to a solider serving
in the military far away
from his or her home and
family. For free, shovel
a neighbor’s sidewalk.
Whatever you may
choose, there are plenty of
opportunities to experience
this holiday season the
right way.
It's so easy to get
aggravated with the
commercialism of this
holiday season. Luckily,
it’s also easy to get in the
holiday spirit, too.

Cell phones: Keeping people too connected

does not make mistakes.”

By Derek Reed
GVL Columntst

Ed Meierkort
University of South Dakota Head
Football Coach, about his team's game
against the Lakers

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter length
is one page, single spaced

at a reasonable hour, such
as 10:00 a m., and waited
an hour and a half.
Plus, workers thought
they had run out of one
item, however, when they
found more in the back, a
worker tracked me down
in the checkout to bring it
to me. Pretty nice if you
ask me.
So of course. 1 was
quite pleased with
my entire shopping
experience. Others may
not feel the same way,
including the man standing
behind me in Best Buy.
He had no problem with
me. but started yelling at
the person in front of me
because she apparently
wasn't moving in line fast
enough.
Sir. why were you at
Best Buy at 5 a m.? Most
likely, you were buying
Christmas or Hanukkah
presents. And what is the
point of these holidays?

The editor reserves the nght to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
offlcen. faculty and staff
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Ah. what a break I hope
you all enjoyed it, because I
know I did.
It was a time to go home
and gather with family Then,
once we’re all gathered, it’s
a straight shot toward turkey
and talk
With all this talk questions
are sure to come. Maybe
some of you can relate, but
personally it almost seems
like my mom practices
nagging while I'm away.
"Are you eating well? Do you
have enough food? Are you
showering every day? Are you
brushing your teeth?”
It was during an onslaught
of questioning during the head
of our Thanksgiving feast that
I finally cracked. She was
complaining about how I never
pick up my phone and how I
always just call back the next
day or later
Well, guilty as charged I
often times don't nick un mv

cell phone I often ignore calls.
I often opt to call people back
later or the next day However,
my question is. what's so
wrong with that’’
Here’s my stance on
the issue Cell phones have
changed communication as we
know it They have become
a staple in our everyday
lives No longer a perk, but a
necessity Just the other day I
heard someone talking about
how it was dangerous to drive
without a cell phone Just five
yean ago most of us drove
without cell phones all the
tune
In fact, back then dungs
were much different. If you
called kinking for someone
five yean ago. and they
weren't there, you just left a
message That person would
then call you back whenever
they got hack to their house
Today, if you call someone
and can't get a hold of them
withm 10 minutes, something
is lemhly wrong Why are they
ignoring me? Air they hurt?
Where are thev’’ I need them'
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We like
to claim and
believe cell
phones have
opened up
a world of
freedom for
us. Since we
can cany
our phones
with us. we
aren't tied down to a landline
and a place to go to in order to
contact people
It is the opposite, my
friends. These cell phones are
like wireless chains that have
been shackled to our ears
People now weigh us
down. We have to be available
24 hours a day. seven days
a week. We are always
connected to the world We are
always plugged m.
This is the exact reason
that I don't answer my phone
sometimes I don't believe
I should have to be plugged
m all the tune. If I'm in the
middle of a conversation there
is no way I'm answering
the vibrahna nuisance in mv

1

pocket.
We're all so worried about
being connected to everyone
all the time we lose all the
substance of being connected
to other things Instead of
concentrating on one thing
(person) at a time and having
it be important, we try to
concentrate on everything at
once. Everything just gets so
completely thinned out that
conversations we have become
cheap and lack substance
So take to time to think
about it. and then unplug
yourself. Leave your phone at
home. Let the batteries run out
Shut it off You don't always
have lo be connected all the
time.
Worry about the
converxafton you're having
right now. the person m front
of your face Worry about
whtt's happening nght now in
your little view of the world
— they made votcemai] far a
reason
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LAKER LIFE

Leslie Perales, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife^lanthorn com
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GVL DIGEST
Laker Life in Brief
Last Disney presentation to
be hekl tonight

The last Disney College
Program presentation will be
tonight from 6 to 7 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center room 215/216.
The presentation is required
for students who want to be
considered for the program
during the winter semester.
The paid internship is located
in Orlando. Fla. For more
information, visit http://www.
dLsneycullegeprogram com or
e-mail monme5l5ttaol.com.

Payments due for Alternative
Breaks trips
The full payment of $250
for winter break participants
is due Friday by 5 pm The
$75 deposit for spring break
participants is due as well. Both
may be dropped off at the Office
of Student Life in the Kirkhof
Center. For more information,
contact Alternative Breaks at
asbttstudentgvsu.edu

Laker Late Night activities to
fid weekend
During Friday’s Laker Late
Night. Campus Ministry will
host a coffeehouse session
in the Thomapple Room of
the Kirkhof Center. Black
Student Union will provide
Cafe Mahogany with poetry
and jazz music Saturday night
will feature a Caribbean theme
WCKS will host SMACK, a
hip-hop battle, and Child tt
Heart will host an ice cream
social and karaoke For more
information, visit http://www.
gvsu.edu/lakerlatenight or call

(616)331-2390
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Student wins cash for doing 'something'
GVSU senior Lauren Lehr
receives $1,000 prize
in first Do Something!
drawing of the semester
By Leslie Perales
GVL luiker Lift hditor

On-campus events can fill more
than students' time Grand Valley Stale
University senior Lauren Lehr knows this
from firsthand experience
Recently. Lehr's wallet was filled
when she won the $ 1.000 prize in the Do
Something! challenge.
“Every tune I go to something (on
campus) 1 grab a sticker," Lehr said. “I
went to some softball games where they
offered stickers.”
The first drawing of the semester
happened in mid-November, and Lehr's
card was selected. She had previously
submitted cards, but had ..ever been chosen
as the winner
Lehr said the award could not have
come at a better time as she is graduating
in December. Though she said she is saving
most of her winnings to help pay off her
student loans. Lehr donated some of the
money she won to her church and used
some for car repairs.
“Not a lot of people are persistent
enough to get a whole card filled.” Lehr
said. "They’ll get a sticker here and there,
but to actually do it and keep up with it and
get them in. not very many people do that,
so I thought it was worth a try."
She added that students should be
consistent with the Do Something!
challenge. Faking up the stickers at oncampus events is easy and many students
attend events for classes anyway, she said.
LeaAnn Tibbe. Student Life special
events coordinator, said the chances of
winning the Do Something! challenge are
high since many students filling out cards
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Rewarding participation GVSU senior Lauren lehr holds her $1,000 check (or winning the first Do Something! challenge of the semester

never finish them.
"LeaAnn and I are very excited to see
students, even seniors, participate in this
contest without giving up. even if it may
take them four years to take the $1,000
home." said Mayumi Garcia, an Office of
Student Life worker who helps with the Do
Something! events.
Tibbe said students should attend the
events because they are chosen based on
how they will appeal to students Student
groups can also request that their events
be listed as Do Something! on the GVSU
event calendar
"We pick a lot of LIB (100) events,
because that way students that have to go

to them can pick up their Do Something!
stickers at the same time," said Maria Rapin.
who also works in the Office of Student
Life with the Do Something' challenge.
In addition to pri/c money, other prizes
include T-shirts and gift certificates
Beginning in 2001. the Do Something!
challenge now involves students filling the
spaces on game cards with the letters G. V.
S, U and one additional spot for "weekend."
The different lettered stickers correspond
to different events. G is usually reserved
for sports. V for cultural, art. music and
theater events, S for academic events and U
for events held by student groups Stickers
may be picked up throughout the year.

Students can find game cards for Do
Something! at the 2020 Information Desk,
the Office of Student Life or the Student
Organization Center. Completed cards may
be turned in at the Information Desk, with
drawings occurring four times each year. <
Students may pick up a G sticker at
tlse women's basketball game against
Saginaw Valley State University tonight.'
an S sticker at the reading of “Women at the
Thesmophona" on Friday and a weekend
sticker at Laker Late Night
The next drawing for a Do Something!
winner will take place Dec. 5 when
performer Tom Deluca comes to enteriain
and hypnotize students

Programs to help students cope with end-of-semester stress
By Kelly Garrett
GVL Staff Writer

Junior Meghan Waklrop is
frantically working on her third
paper due this week, on top of
trying to study for final exams.
These last couple weeks in
the semester mean one thing for
many GVSU students in Waklrop’s
situation — crunch time
As some students begin to feel
the pressure from class projects,
last-minute cramming and studying
for final exams. GVSU will offer
different amenities for relief
The Bower Learning seminar.
Fixam Cram, will be held on
Monday from 11 a m to noon in
room 2(M of the Student Serv ices
Building. Speakers at the seminar
will discuss ups on how to prepare
for exams at the last minute. They
will also cover different studying
techniques, time management skills
and relaxation tactics Students can
RSVP for the seminar in STU 204
or by calling the Couaseling and
Career Development Center at
(616)331-3266.
The Writing Center will extend
its hours and kxaUons the week
before finals. During the Writing
Right Where You Are program,
writing consultants will be on hand
in the KleinerCommonscoffee shop
Sunday through Wednesday from
7 to 10 p.m. These consultants will
also be available Monday through
Wednesday in the Zumberge

Library from 7 to 9 p.m.
“It’s more convenient for the
students if we come to them." said
Shavon Doyle, a w riting consultant
“It helps to have another pair of
eyes look at your paper.”
Doyle said she advises students
to have an idea of what they want
to work on in their papers before
coming to see a consultant. Writing
consultations usually run about 30
minutes in length, and students will
get more from the session if they
come prepared. Doyle said.
The Writing Center is located in
room 120 of Lake Ontario Hall and
is open from 3 to 8 p.m. on Sunday
as well as during regular weekday
hours. Doyle advises students to
block (Hit a large amount of time in
their schedules to come in. as the

center Is busy during this time of
the semester und longer lines are
not uncommon
The Math Science Student
Support sector of the learning
Center serves as a place for students
in math and science classes to get
help with projects and studying
for finals The learning Center
is knated in room 377 of Padnos
Hall of Science It is a part of
the Science and Mathematics
Advising. Resource and Transition
Center and provides services to
support science and mathematics
students such as study groups,
problem solving assistance and
learning style analysis
"We encourage students with test
anxiety or math testing problems
to come in as well so we can help

work through their problems." said
Karel Swanson. Math Science
Student Support coordinator
While the Tutoring ('enter,
k Hated in STU 200, is not a quick
fix for last minute studying, the
tutors do offer extra sesskms or
group sessions before exams Joyce

Van Book, director of the TUtonng
Center, said the center offers help
through a king-term process dunng
the semester in which students
get help from tutors to prepare for
exams.
"If a tutcc requests something
extra, the tutor tnes to provide it,"
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NOW LEASING
FOR 2007/2008!
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said Van Baak. "But we don’t do a
lot of last minute things."
She added that one of the mottos
at the Tutoring Center is that if
students have been doing their job
throughout the semester, they will
not have to cram.

9 & 12 Month Leases Available

Dutmllnq

Hitting the books Junior Bill Makela (right) tutors junior Sol* Ndimbo in
microbiology The Math and Science Student Support program provides tutors to
help with homework, especially dunng the last weeks of a semester

Winter workouts come to GVSU
The Fitness and
Wellness Center
will hold Snowshoe
Stomp to encourage
exercise on campus
By Matt Marn
GVL Staff Writer

Despite the approaching cold
weather, students who are bored
with indoor workouts can take
their exercising outdoors this
Saturday.
"We wanted to get faculty
and staff active and doing more
than just working out." said
Amy Soper, co-coordinator of
Snowshoe Stomp "Snowshoeing
is something fun. something
different in the cold weather ’’
Some of the topics Snowshoe
Stomp will cover include the
basics of snowshoeing. terrain,
navigating, progression, cross
training and stretching. Soper
said
The Fitness and Wellness
Center wanted to offer more
clinics and recreational events
to students, faculty and staff

A

and do something different than
the usual forms of exercise, she
said.
"It doesn’t take a lot of
skill," she added "It’s active,
it’s a really good chance to meet
people ”
Additionally.
participants
will learn about local resources,
different types of snowshoes,
what equipment to cany and
the many fitness aspects of
snowshoeing.
“We want students and
participants to gain knowledge
of how to use snowshoes." Soper
said. “It is free. It is going to be
a lot of fun.”
If the weather does not
cooperate, she said participants
will receive an orientation in
the Fieldhouse’s Climbing and
Adventure Center. They will also
have access to all of the facilities
inside, she added
Mike Stodola. Fieklhouse
manager, said there are many
ways to stay active on campus
throughout the winter semester
at Grand Valley State University.
The Fieldhouse. as well as the
Fitness and Wellness Center, try
to provide many opportunities
for students and the rest of the

i

GVSU community, he said
"The physical and movement
portionsofa person ’sdevelopment
are important." Stodola added
He said a consistent workout
can help someone become more
alert, energized throughout the
day and healthier overall.
“It helps people release
stress and feel better." he said
“The student lifestyle can he
a stressful lifestyle. Exercise
provides a nice outlet where they
can release tensions from normal
life."
The GVSU Fitness and
Wellness Center will hold
Snowshoe Stomp at noon. The
location of the event will be based
on number of pre-registered
participants and will most likely
be in the GVSU Fieldhouse
rather than the original location
planned, the Meadows Golf
Course, if no snow is present
outside. Soper said.
Those
interested
in
participating can register at the
Fitness and Wellness Center
by calling (616) 331-3659.
Participants
should
bring
heavy boots and warm ckxhes
For more information, e-mail
recttgvsu.edu.
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GVSU College
Question
12 months is —_

Grand Valley Lanthorn

www.CampusViewHousing.com

Housing Aptitude Test

more

a) 3
b) 33%
c) $1200 (at $400/month

New for 2007
FREE DSL and Basic Cable
Rec Center, including:
Full-Court Basketball
Aerobic Studio
Exercise Machines

vi Cjmpvt

Community Center

WiFi
Coffee Bar
Plasma TV
Pool Tables

Least expensive housing options for GVSU students.

New Townhomes

Coming 2007

ihomes were gone by
ast year. Don't delay in
ingements for 2007-08

SPORTS

Jayson Bussa, Sports Editor
sportsclanthorn com

NUMBER
CRUNCHER
The Grand Valley State University
dodgetoal team sprouted from
an inside joke Into a student
organization which now has
87 paying and participating
members. The No. 2 Lakers
defeated No. 4 Michigan State
University on Nov 19 with a one
sided score of ISO.

®

The men's basketball team of
Grand Vafley State University
enters the Great Lakes
IntercoNegiate Athletic Conference
schedule with a perfect record
of 4-0. The only loss GVSU has
encountered this year was an
exhibition game against Michigan
State University. The Lakers wil
be in action tonight against
Saginaw Valley State University.

©

The Grand Valey State University
football team wiN look to score
its second back-to-back national
championship in the past six
years. The Lakers wil be in action
on Saturday night when they face
off against the University of North
Dakota at home.
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Upcoming playoff foe boasts previous Laker defeats
GVSU gets ready to face
opponent that ended its
playoff run twice in the
past six years
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

No college football teams exist that
can say they have Grand Valley Stale
University’s number, however, the
University of North Dakota can come the
closest to the making the claim.
In the past six years, the Fighting Sioux
have put an end to GVSU’s postseason run
on two occasions. This year, the Lakers
will look to string together their second set
of back-to-back national championships in
the last six years.
“Some of the biggest games in my
career have been against North Dakota,
and this one shouldn't be any different,”
said GVSU senior quarterback and Marlon
Hill Award finalist Cullen Fuinerty.
North Dakota is ranked No. 3 in the
Northwest Region and easily disposed

of No. 6 Winona State in the first round
of the playoffs 42-0. Last weekend, the
Fighting Sioux continued thru trek to a
national championship with a narrow 3835 win on the mad against the University
of Nebraska-Omaha The Fighting Sioux
entered the playoffs with a regular season
record of 9-1.
GVSU head coach Chuck Martin said
he anticipates a close game with little mom
for error.
“Both coaching staffs will be looking
far a wnnkic or something that can change
the game.” Martin said. “I don't think it's
going to be a super wrinkle It's going to
be the team that executes the best that wins
this football game.”
Because of past success the Fighting
Sioux had when playing the Lakers. Martin
added it shows a lot about the intimidation
factor between the two teams.
"They won’t be intimidated." Martin
said. ‘They are probably the one team in
the country that isn't necessarily afraid of
us. Mistakes will clearly be the biggest key
in this game."
See Football preview, B5

Ptwto Court of gvfoottMlI com
Running for yards: Freshman Maur«e Gore takes the ball downfiekj while freshmen Doug
Neumeyer and Nick McDonald hold back Northern Michigan University defenders on Nov 11 GVSU
will compete against the University of North Dakota on Saturday for the next round of playoffs

Lakers move into next playoff round

In Saturday's win for the Grand
VaNey State University men's
basketball team. Junior guard Joel
Whymer led the team in scoring
with 17 points. Whymer came off
the bench and paved the way for
a 86-57 GVSU victory.

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
GVl ArrtMvt / Nkot* tvrmvr
Showing support: GVSU cheerleaders celebrate after the football team scores a touchdown GVSU defeated the University of South Dakota m this season s first playoff matchup on Saturday

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall

By Brandon Watson
GVL Staff yWiter

Grand Valley

0-0

4-0

Saginaw Valley

0-0

2-1

Ferris State

0-0

2-2

Michigan Tech

0-0

2-2

Lake Superior

0-0

1-3

Northern Michigan

0-0

1-3

Nonhwood

0-0

0-2

Hillsdale

<M>

H

HmHav

Football beats the University of
South Dakota, begins preparation
for next playoff game

fi
3-1

When a university wins back-to-back national
championships in any sport, it is something to boast
about. But to do it twice within the span of five years
is almost impossible.
For the Grand Valley State University football team,
that is the goal.
However, the team standing in their way this
weekend is the same team that ended GVSU’s season
twice in the past six years — the University of North
Dakota.
GVSU defeated the University of South Dakota on
Saturday. 35-17. setting it up to face North Dakota.
With a complete team effort on offense and defense,
the Lakers continue to prove why they are the best
team in Division II.
“They are clearly a better football team than we
are," said South Dakota head coach Ed Meierkort.
“Our kids played hard, and we are used to winning.

but we ran into the nation's best team and one that does
not make mistakes.”
The Coyotes got out to an early start with hopes
of pulling the upset. With a nine-play, 72-yard drive
ending in a field goal. USD took a 3-0 lead. The Lakers
answered quickly on their first possession, with a
touchdown run by quarterback Cullen Finnerty. Wide
receiver Mark Catlin brought the biggest play of the
first half with a 45-yard punt return for a touchdown.
“Catlin made a big play for us when he returned that
punt for a touchdown." said Laker head coach Chuck
Martin. "The momentum really shifted when we were
able to go up 14-3."
The lead was one GVSU would not relinquish.
The Laker defense forced a punt on the next Coyote
possession, leading to another GVSU scoring drive.
Finnerty found wide receiver Eric Fowler for a 22yard touchdown reception to push the lead to 21-3.
On the ensuing Coyote drive, a play by linebacker
Kirk Camith gave the Lakers the ball back. Carruth
forced and recovered a fumble on an option pitch from
USD quarterback Noah Shepard. Running back Astin
Martin scored from eight yards out to balloon the lead
to 28-3 at halftime After the 72-yard opening drive by
USD. the Lakers defense buckled down, holding the
Coyotes to 119 yards.
T was pleased with our team effort in the first half,"

Chuck Martin said. “We played well and really took
the wind out of their sails.”
As the Lakers have done all season, milking the
clock in the second half was an obvious tactic. They
traded possessions in the third quarter with USD. with
neither team putting any points on the board. The
Coyotes had their longest drive of the day with %
yards, ending in a touchdown pass to bring the score
to 28-10.
GVSU answered quickly yet again as Finnerty
found Fowler for the second time in the game. The 12yard touchdown would be the last points scored by the
Lakers, taking the score to 35-10.
“We knew we had good matchups.” Finnerty said.
“Taking advantage of those and exploiting them was
something we wanted to do. and we did."
Finnerty finished the day 14 of 23 for 228 yards
through the air and two touchdowns. He rushed for 27
yards earning one score. Astin Martin logged % yards
on the ground while Fowler caught six passes for 116
yards and the two touchdowns. It was the sixth time
this season Fowler eclipsed the 100-yard mark.
Defensively, strong safety Jacob McGuckin had
a career-high 15 tackles, with defensive back Buster
Larkins adding nine tackles and an interception
See Football game, B5

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

00

4-1

Ferris State

(M>

3-1

Norihwood

0-0

3-1

Lake Superior State

0-0

2-2 J

Michigan Tech

0-0

?-2

By Brian Beaupied
GVL Stqff hh/er

H

Northern Michigan

q-2

SaotnMH Valiev
|MM|'

19

!
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GVSU dodgeball grows into national powerhouse

O^TJ

GVl Arclwvt ' Cyfe A MwWtJ
Winding up: Sophomore M*e Zimm*» hurts a dodgeball at the Michigan State Urwervty players
durmg the game on Nov 19 m the FieWhouse GVSU beat MSU 15-0

Ganging up on people and throwing
things at them may seem like child's play.
To a group of Grand Valley State University
students, however, it is serious business.
The 2004 Twentieth Century Fox film
“Dixlgeball: A True Underdog Story."
which featured Voice Vaughn and Ben
Stiller, sparked a dodgeball movement
which went on to capture the interest of
thousands of college students across the
nation
This included two students on the
campus of GVSU in February of 2005,
who in less than two years became the
founding fathers of one of the largest
student organizations
What began as a joke for current GVSU
seniors Dave Souk up and Jon Horstman

after seeing the hit comedy, quickly .
escalated into 87 paying and participating
members of the GVSU dixlgeball team
In winter 2006. the team kicked off
its inaugural campaign in style, going
undefeated until losing to Ohio Stale
University in the national championship
tournament The Lakers quick'y became
renowned as a powerhouse in the rapidly
growing National CoileguRe IXxigehall
Association
So much for grow ing pains
"Here we are playing to have fun. and
we win a couple tournaments along thway. and people start loukmg up to us,"
Soukup said
The Lakers varsity squad consists cf
20 players with a junior vanity team that
alternates players based on attendance and
partx ipaOon. not skill level.

See Dodgeball, 15
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New Spartan
head coach
could help
revive team
By Bill Selles
CVL Staff Writer

Gone air the days of fiery
postgame speeches and the
cowboy-hke attitude of former
Michigan Stale University
football head coach John L.
Smith.
The Spartans fired Smith
Last month and started their
search
for a new
coach, while
allowing
Smith to
finish out
this season.
Smith
promptly led
the Spartans
to losses
in the last
three games following the loss
to Indiana University, which
proved to be the straw that
broke the camel's back.
To usher in an era of
change, the Spartans went in a
completely different direction
from Smith’s vision. The new
Michigan Stale head coach.
Mark Damonio. is a defensiveminded teacher with experience
winning on the biggest stage
In his first season as MSU
head coach, Dantoruo will have
a lot of issues to address. The
Spartans are coining off a 4-8
record including a miserable
1-7 record in the Big Ten
Conference. Losses against
Indiana and the universities of
Illinois and Minnesota killed
any hope of a bowl game this
year. Moreover, the Spartans
were blown out by their rival,
the University of Michigan,
with a score of 31-13, and gave
up nearly 30 points per game
this season.
MSU will also lose its
veteran quarterback Drew
Stanton. Stanton has been the
heart of the Spartan offense
in recent seasons and will
graduate along with leading
receivers Man Trannon and
Kerry Reed.
Sophomore quarterback
Brian Hoyer. who filled in far
Stanton when he went down
with an injury, will return
next season. Running backs
Jehuu Caulcrick and Javon
Ringer will also come back and
likely be the centerpieces of a
balanced MSU offense in 2007.
There is no doubt, however,
that the biggest areas of focus
for Michigan Stale in 2007 will
be defense and consistency on
offense.
Dantoruo has a long history
of serving premier coaches and
putting together great defensive
schemes. The test will be using
his head coaching experience
from Cincinnati. Ohio to prove
he can be a solid head coach
under the pressure of a Big Ten
schedule.
Dantomo was the defensive
coordinator at Youngstown
Stale University under former
head coach Jim Tressel. who
is now the coach of the No. 1
ranked Ohio State University
Buckeyes. Dantoruo also
helped coach Youngstown
Stale to a perfect 11-0 regular
season m 1990. Years later.
Dantonio reunited with Tressel
at Ohio Stale and served as the
defensive coordinator en route
to the Buckeyes 2002 national
championship.
Dantonio also put in his time
at MSU From 1995 until 2000.
Dantonio was the secondary
coach for the Spartans under
Nick Saban. who now coaches
the Miami Dolphins
Most recently. Dantomo
served as the head coach of the
Cincinnati Bearcats and led the
team to a 7-5 record, going 4-3
in the Big East Conference. On
Nov. 18. the Bearcats upset No.
7 Rutgers, the highest-seeded
team Cincinnati has ever
beaten. Dantomo’s Bearcats
also played to a 13-7 halftime
deficit against Ohio Stale
before losing 37-7 Cincinnati
played tough against then-No 7
Louisville, falling 23-17.
While Dantomo will come
with much experience. Spartan
fans must keep m mind that
Smith also had great credentials
when he entered East Lansing
However, this time will be
different Dantoruo'* focus
an defeme, his conventional
offense and experience under
some of the game's most
successful coaches will prove
to be the difference
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Two wins enhance perfect record

**GVL DIGEST

Men’s basketball
upholds its flawless
regular season with
two non-conference
victories

Students may enter football *•
playoff game for free
The find 2.000 Grand Valiev t
State University students to head*
to the Athletics department atficl •
or the 2020 Information De*
in the Kiikhof Center to redeem,
football tickets for Saturday'**
game will receive them for free.".*
The GVSU Student Senate •
has funded 2,000 free student*
tickets for each playoff game.*
Tickets went on side Monday at *

By Marc Koorstra
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley
Stale
University
men’s
basketball
traveled to St. Louis. Mo. over
the weekend to take part in the
University of Missouri-Sl Louis
Tournament and came away with a
pair of victories.
The Lakers topped Christian
Brothers University 56-47 on
Friday night and dominated UMSL
86-57 on Saturday.
"We arc pleased with the fact
that we had three quality wins in
one week.” said Laker head coach
Ric Wesley. “We arc getting into
a good rhythm of rotating players.
Getting Mike Hall back from injury
is also a plus.”
In the first game. GVSU gained
an early 19-10 lead behind 3pointers by four different players.
However, a 10-0 run by Christian
Brothers late in the first half helped
the Lakers' opposition gain a 27-24
lead heading into the locker room.
"In the second half we did a
much better job of working the ball
inside.” Wesley said. “Dan Redder
was a real force down low and had
one of his best games since he has
been here.”

See Basketball, B5

the main athletic office and all •
Star Tickets Plus outlets. Star 1
Tickets can be reached at (800);
585-3737 or (616) 222-4000.
t

Laker baseball, softball teams !
make earty additions
;
Earlier this week, the Grand-*
Valley State University softball
and baseball teams signe<{«
players to join the teams for the*.
2008 season.
The softball team signed;
first baseman/catcher Tiffany '
Start/, who will join the team
next spring. Start/ comes from '
Plainfield South High School
Illinois where she was a threeyear varsity starter and made the *
all-conference team twice.
'Tiffany
will
help
us.-/
defensively at first base and as <3
catcher.” said GVSU head coadr*
Doug Woods. "Her bat will givpr
us some power in our lineup aft *
well.”
The baseball team added |
Danny Aastedt. an infielder who J
prrppetl at Lake Zurich High
SchooL Aastedt will traasfer •
to GVSU after a year playing
baseball at Wabash Valley
Community College.
"Danny has had an outstanding
career in the tough Illinois Junior
College Conference, where
we have had a lot of successful
student-athletes in the past.” said
GVSU head coach Steve Lyon,

GVl techra* / Matt Buttrrfitld

Driving the offense: Senior Kyle Cartvart looks for an opening to pass the ball during the men's basketball home game agamst
Upper Iowa University on Nov 21 Last weekend, the Lakers defeated two opponents, bringing their record to 4-0

GVSU notches win, loss during break
Laker women’s
basketball competes
throughout holiday
break, accumulates
4-1 overall record
By Kevin Vallance
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State
University women's basketball
team played a pair of down-to-thewire games during Thanksgiving
weekend, resulting in one win and
one loss.
After a 53-40 victory against
Saint Joseph’s College on Nov. 21,
the Lakers had two days off for the
holiday before heading back into
action last Friday in the Fieldhouse
to take on Drury University.
The No. 10 Panthers jumped
out to an early lead, but the No.
1 Lakers took control midway
through the first half. GVSU was
able to head into the locker room
with a nine-point lead at halftime.
However, the Lakers were
unable to initially put Drury away
in the second half, allowing them
to cut into the lead and eventually
tie the game at 53 with 2:30
remaining.
Laker senior guard Taushauna
(Peaches) Churchwell gave credit
to the Panthers’ play, but said it
was her team's lack of energy that
allowed Drury to get back into the
game
“In the second half we hit a
dead spot and just didn’t provide
the spunk that we needed.”
Churchwell said.
TWo free throws, each by junior
guards Erin Cypiik and Crystal
Zick. down the stretch proved to
be enough to clinch the victory, as
the Lakers won by a final score of
57-54.
Leading the scoring for GVSU
was Zick with 16 points, including
her two clutch free throws, as well
as four rebounds and two assists.
Senior center Julia Braseth also
helped lead the Lakers to victory
with a double-double, recording
14 poults and 10 rebounds to go
along with three assists and three
steals
The win improved the Lakers'

Sports in Brief;

fj)

record to 4-0 on the season while
increasing their winning streak to
26 games, a streak spanning back
to last season. The win also gave
head coach Dawn Plit/uweit her
100th victory at GVSU.
The century mark in victories
may not have provided the Lakers
with extra motivation to win.
however, it was something the
players acknowledged afterward.
“It’s always good to celebrate
things like that.” Churchwell
said. “We are certainly proud of
our coach, but we knew nothing
of that going into the game. That
game was fueled by pride.”
After an off-day Saturday, the
Lakers welcomed the Knights of
Bellarmine University into town
Sunday for an afternoon game at
the Fieldhouse
’ GVSU trailed early in the game,
but similar to Friday's contest, the
Lakers were able to fight back and
take a 30-25 lead at halftime
The Lakers' largest lead came
with just less than seven minutes
remaining while ahead 56-47.
However.
the
Knights
refused to lie down. Bellamune
dominated in the paint and was
able to take advantage of GVSU
turnovers. The Knights scored
nine unanswered points to tie the
game before taking a two-point
lead with little more than a minute
to go
The Lakers had their share
of opportunities to come back,
but missed all three of their field
goal attempts in the final minute,
allowing the Knights to walk away
with the 64-62 upset.
Senior guard Erika Ryskamp
led the Lakers with 22 points, four
rebounds and three steals. Zick
added 17 points, while Cypiik
helped out with II boards Their
efforts proved not enough to notch
the win.
GVSU's inability to take care of
the ball hurt the Lakers throughout
the entire game While Bellarmine
converted 19 GVSU turnovers
into 21 points, failure to sink shots
at the free throw line and early
second half foul trouble were just
as important in the loss.
Whereas clutch free throws
helped propel the Lakers to victory
two days earlier, the Lakers shot
15 for 28 (53.6 percent) from the

charity stripe agamst the Knights.
“I think we missed like 13 free
throws and in the end. lost by
only two. so you do the math.”
Churchwell said. “Plus we fouled
really early in the second half and
that killed us.”
The loss, which dropped
GVSU’s record to 4-1. served
as a wake-up call for the Lakers.
Churchwell said the team is willing
to make whatever adjustments are
necessary as they get ready to head
into conference play.

. /
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"We’re ready to play and get
after it, period.” she added. "We’re
putting on our hard hats and going
to work."
The Lakers will play their
first Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
game
Thursday when rival Saginaw
Valley State University comes to
town. The Cardinals will look to
avenge last year’s two losses to
the Lakers when the two teams tip
off inside the Fieldhouse Arena at
5:30 p.m.

j

Men's swimming ranked No.
2, women ranked No. 6
The men’s swimming and
diving team of Grand Valley
State University is off to a solid
start as it has climbed to No. 2 in
the NCAA Division II Swimming
and Diving Power Rankings
The Lakers have amassed 155
See Briefs, BS
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Meadows Crossing, a new student townhome
community located at the entrance to GVSU, Allendale Campus,
across the street from The Meadows Golf Course.

MEADOWS CROSSING SPECIAL!
THIS OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 15!

LEASE NOW

A

AND SAVE!

Lease by December 15th and Meadows Crossing will pay for*:

:*w* tv

•*ic. Expand*) Bmk: and

3 PranVum Mdv* ChannaN
80/month Unit Valua

Internet

Free Parking

hkgh-Spaad Connaction
$40/month Unit VWua

$20/month Unit VMua

* Total laving* Of $140/mo Par UNI VMu*

CONTACT OUR LEASING OFFICE TODAY!
Leasing Office Hours:
9:00 am 5:00 pm, Monday Friday
12:00 pm • 5:00 pm, Saturday
Mary Sm
Gams plan GVSU women's basketball team meets for a qu«ct time-out during its
9ame agamst the Urweryty of Mmnesota Duluth on No* 15 The Lakers beat Drury
\jrmmvty and lost to BeHarrrwne University during Thanksgiving break

616-892-2700 | telephone
888 200 3138 | toll free
616-892-2702 j fax

h

MeadowsCrossing
smart living
10745 48th Avenue • Allendale, Michigan 49401

www.meadowscrossing.net
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Play reading to mix
modern with classic
Staged reading
of “Women of
Thesmophoria" will
show both ancient,
contemporary life
By Brandy Arnold
GVL Staff Writer

Photo Courtesy of SMI Ryan

Harmonizing sounds: Members of the GVSU New Music Ensemble rehearse for 'Music for 18 Musicians’ which will be performed m the Louis Armstrong Theatre today

Ensemble to perform works of
famous contemporary composer
The GVSU New Music Ensemble will play compositions by Steve Reich
song is to draw people into the piece is that it goes across
concert, and “Clapping Music” boundaries — it’s not just for
is a good contrast from the classical people. If you like
following piece, he added.
jazz, rock ‘n’ roll, electronic,
“I thought it would be a nice you can find something to
way to get people’s attention.” connect with in this piece.”
Ryan said. “It's brief, it’s
Ryan started the New Music
different and it’s very rhythmic Ensemble last winter in hopes
and energetic. It
~l of finding more
will get people
balance
in
“It’s brief, it’s
tuned into the
GVSU’s music
concert.”
department, he
different and it’s
The second
said.
very rhythmic and
and final piece.
“Our current
energetic. It will get ensembles were
“Music for 18
Musicians.”
doing a lot of
people tuned into
is about 65
older
music,
the concert."
minutes.
but
newer
Unhindered by
music wasn't
BILL RYAN
the title of the
happening
DIRECTOR
piece, it will
in a smaller
GVSU NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE
utilize all 20
chamber
members
of
setting,”
he
the ensemble. Ryan said this is said. “So I
created this to
easily Reich’s most important perform recent music within
and influential work. Some say the past 20 years and expose
the piece changed the course of students to that kind of
Western music, he added.
music.”
“You can hear influences
The New Music Ensemble
of this work in pop music, has members from both the
film music, even music dr GVSU community and campus,
television commercials.” Ryan as well as faculty, alumni and
said. “What's cool about this current undergraduate students.

By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&F. Editor

Grand Valley State University
Audents will have the chance to
experience the music of one of
({lis generation's most famous
Composers tonight through the
<SVSU New Music Ensemble,
r The concert will cover two
pieces
from
contemporary
composer
Steve
Reich:
“Clapping Music” and “Music
for 18 Musicians.”
I “Reich is one of the most
important American composers
of contemporary music.” said
Bill Ryan, director of the New
Music Ensemble and professor
81 GVSU. “There arc all kinds
of celebrations around the
world (for his 70th birthday).
And I thought it would be nice
to bring that celebration to
West Michigan.”
Ryan said he chose to start
the concert off with “Clapping
Music” because of its unique
and energetic feel. The song
features 10 musicians, using
their hands as instruments.
* The goal of an opening

The chamber setting includes a
wide collection of instruments
involving
winds.
strings,
percussion and voices.
Although the group is open
to the public. Ryan said this
semester the community has
stepped up because of the
music selection.
“I think people heard we
were doing 'Music for 18
Musicians' and thought it was a
once in a lifetime opportunity,
so they jumped at the chance to
do it,” he said.
This concert will appeal to
a diverse audience, not just
music majors, Ryan said. He
added he hopes it will redefine
what people think music is and
expose them to something they
may have not heard before.
“I'm looking forward to that
mixtureof community members,
students and people from other
universities.” he said. “I think
we’ll get people from very
different backgrounds outside
of the music students.”
The event will take place in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre
from 8 to 10 p.m. Admission is
free.

Cross-dressing,
slumber
parties and social commentary
are what audience members can
expect to see Friday night in the
Performing Arts Center.
The Classics 273 Ancient
Drama class will perform a live
staged reading of “Women of
Thesmophoria" on Grand Valley
Stale
University’s Allendale
Campus. A modernized version
of the ancient Greek comedy
will debut at 7:30 p.m. in the Van
Solkema Recital Hall.
“This play has a lot of sexual
humor that will probably have
college audience appeal,” said
GVSU student Lauryn Miceli.
“The translation was pretty racy.
We had to tone it down a bit.”
Set in ancient Greece, the
play tells the story of a group
of women who become angry
about a playwright’s treatment
of women and portrayal of them
in his plays. After they decide
to condemn him to death, he
convinces another man to dress as
a woman and infiltrate the group
to speak on the playwright’s
behalf.
“I think of it as a comedy that
also makes important comments
about male attitudes toward
women.” said James Wells,
ancient drama professor.
He said he was concerned it
would be hard to communicate
ancient Greek life to the audience,
however, the students thought
there were enough relatable
modem aspects.
The class took steps to further
modernize the play, Miceli
added. During one act, the man
dressed as a woman dances to
Aerosmith’s “Dude Looks Like a
Lady.” and the women's meeting

was changed to a slumber party
set with Cyndi Lauper’s “Girls
Just Want to Have Fun” playing.
“Hopefully it will be more
interesting for the audience,”
Miceli said. “If it draws them in
they may become more interested
in the classics.”
The class has been rehearsing
the reading for half the semester.
Wells said. Through this project,
he added he hopes to foster an
environment where everyone
contributes and makes decisions
as a group.
“At the beginning of the
semester I always receive a
few groans when the project is
brought up,” he said. “But by the
end. students say they’ve gotten
to know their classmates better
than in any class before.”
Wells added it is very rewarding
for students to participate in the
end product after a semester of
hard work.
“The students are in charge,
making decisions every step of the
way.” he said. “When they pull it
off it’s a really great feeling.”
Miceli said although the
process has stumbled across
several rough spots, she expects
everything to run smoothly
Friday.
This is the third semester the
Classics 275 class has done a
staged reading of a play.
Standing room only remained
during the first semester the class
performed the readings. Wells
said. Now students from past
classes are coming out to support
the performance, he added.
“It has become a reunion
of sorts,” he said. “I’m already
getting e-mails from students
excited about Friday
Professors
from Classics
and related departments are
encouraging students to attend.
Wells said.
“I know going to an ancient
Greek drama may not be a
student's first choice on a Friday
night.” he said. “But I hope they
come and take away a glimpse
of what is good about classical
studies.”
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Disputing the presidency

iGVL DIGEST
World news In Brief

Brawl, standoff in
Mexican Congress
is held days before
the inauguration of
the new president

Traces of radiation found
on British Airways jets
LONDON
(AP)
Authorities
found traces
of radiation on two British
Airways jetliners, and the
airline appealed Wednesday
to tens of thousands of
passengers
who
flew
the aircraft to or from
Moscow to come forward
as investigators widened
the search for clues into the
poisoning death of a former
Russian
spy
Alexander
Litvinenko.
The airline said the “risk
to public health ia low.”
adding that it was in the
process of contacting tens of
thousands of passengers who
flew on the jets.

By Mark Stevenson
Associated Press Writer

Mexico cmr (AP) Lawmakers warcsdod. slapped each
other and tumbled auxins the floor of
Mexico's Congress after oppuubun
legislators threatened to block
the inauguration of the incoming
president, whom they accuse of
stealing the etocDun.
By lake Tuesday, the brawl had
turned ink) a tense standoff between
congressmen of President-elect
Felipe Calderon's conservative party
— who want hon to take the oath of
office ai Congress — and opposition
leftists who have vowed to block the
swearaig-in ceremony.
The battle showed how hard d
could be for Calderon to unite a nation
divided since he narrowly defeated
opposite wi candidate Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador m the disputed July 2
election
Congress has seen plenty of
degrading behavior, but Tuesday’s
brawl came as Mexico faces central
questions on the effectiveness of its
government, with escalating turf wan
between drag gangs and bloody street
battles m the southern city of Oaxaca,
which was sored for five months by
leftist protesters
Calderon has pledged to reach out
lo the millions of people who did not
vote for bun by building a coalition
government that will include several
of las rival's proposals to help the
poor. But to far. he has stacked his
Cabinet with militants from his own
party
The congressional chaos began
after conservative legislator! of

Bush, al-Malikl meeting
postponed for a day

AP Photo Iduerdo Verdugo

Battling it out: Mexican legislators fight near the podium of the Congress hall, interrupting a session in Mexico City, Mexico, Tuesday, just days before President elect
Felipe Calderon is to be named president Leftist lawmakers supporting his chief rival.Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador. took over the podium to protest Friday's inauguration
of the business-friendly president-elect

Calderon’s Natural Action Party, or
PAN. look over the speaker 's podium
tarty m the day amid rurmrs that
leftist lawmakers planned lo seize
Congress, as they did hefiwc President
Vicente Fax's Sept I stale-of-the
nation speech. Leftists (him Lope/
Obrador \ Democratic Revolution
Party, or PRD. quickly followed, and
scuffles broke cut
Tired and bedraggled, the
lawmakers air fast food and
occaskrally broke out into fresh
bunts of shoving and shouting late

into the night. Nearly everybody in
Mexico’s political scene found the
spectacle depressing.
Tm sorry this had lo happen, but
we were fmrd to do it,” said PAN
Rep. Juan Jose Rodrigue/ Pratts,
whose colleagues < vcupied the upper
steps of the broad, raised speaker's
podium, while opposition legislators
firmed an angry knot on the bottom
steps.
RtxJngue/ Pratts said PAN
lawmakers felt they had to take actxxi
lo ensure (hr inauguration would rax

be bbeked by leftists
“There were clear indications,
latent threats lo do that, and so what
we did was head that off lo guarantee
Friday \ ceremony." Rodngur/ Pratts
said.
The tinner ruling Institute ral
Revolutionary Party called the
spectacle "shameful." and one of its
leading members. Sen. Manbo Fabio
Bchnncs. suggested it would be
“natural and logical” lo simply hold
the inaugurate*) cereminy elsewhere
if the congressmen refuse lo leave

before Friday.
"Our colleagues are going to stay
there on the podium fi* the next 72
hours.” vowed PRD natural leader
Leone! Cota
IXsputes over the July 2 elections
arc unlikely togoaway. Lope/Obradtx
says he was cheated of the presidency
by vote fraud, has declared himself
the "Icgiumuie president of Mexico”
crxkrsed and led street prxxests and
has refused lo rccogm/r or accept
Calderon, whom he call "the lackey"
and "the spunous president . ”

Governor's business tax proposal would lower rates
By Kathy Barits Hoffman
Associated Press Writer

LANSING. Mich. (AP) - A
new way of taxing Michigan
businesses that does not punish
them for hiring more workers or
offering benefits such as health
insurance is in the works.
The Granholm administration
said Wednesday businesses would
see their overall tax rate drop to
die lowest in the nation under its
proposal to replace the Single
Business Tkx.
Businesses would be taxed at
one rale — 0.125 percent — on
their gross receipts and assets,
while profits would be taxed at
a rale of 1.875 percent No other
state has lower tax rales on those
components or will have a lower
rale overall. Granholm said.
Unlike the SBT, the new tax
.would not include payroll or

benefits in calculating what is due.
It is designed to bring in the same
amount of tax revenue businesses
now pay. however, it lowers die tax
rate and broadens die components
on which die tax is assessed.
Small businesses with $350,000
or less in gross receipts would not
have to file, the same as under the
SBT. Businesses with between
$350,000 and $700,000 in gross
receipts also would see a graduated
tax rale, so their average lax rale
would be half the rate now in the
SBT. Insurance companies, which
now pay a 1 percent tax on insurance
premiums, would see that increase
to 1.25 percent under die governor’s
latest proposal Last year. Granholm
proposed doubling it to 2 percent,
but insurance companies fiercely
fought die increase
This is a good tax for Michigan
businesses, and it’s a great tax for

Michigan in terms of Michigan's
future” Granholm said at a news
conference.
She said the state is getting hd of
a "stick-out tax" dial is unlike any
other state's and replacing it with a
"simple, fair, stable tax."
The administration said 111 .(MM)
businesses would pay less tax
and .VUXX) would pay more, with
businesses in Michigan would see
an overall tax cut of about $150
million.
Out-of-state businesses, those
with large profits and those now
benefiting from special tax breaks
would pay more. So would some
lasurance. financial and real estate
companies, said state Treasurer
Robert Kleine.
Senate Majority leader Ken
Sikkema.
R Wyoming.
said
he is reserving judgment un
die governor's proposal until
completing a full review. He would

iCastro’s note explains absence
By Anita Snow
Associated Press Writer

HAVANA! AP) - Fidel Castro
I was too sick to meet thousands of
’admirers who traveled to Cuba
•for the kickoff of his delayed 80th
'birthday celebrations, according
.to a note purportedly from tlie
ailing leader that raised new
questions about his health.
The message, which was read
•to a crowd of 5,000 on Tuesday at
die Karl Marx Theater and on state
TV, indicated that Castro is far
' from recovered from a mysterious
•ailment that forced him on July 31
to tum over power to his brother.
Defense Minister Raul Castro.
The Cuban leader turned 80 on
Aug. 13 but delayed his birdiday
celebrations as he recovered from
surgery two weeks earlier for
intestinal bleeding Castro, who
has not been seen in public for
four months, wanted die delayed
birthday celebration held on
Dec. 2. to coincide with the 50th
anniversary of when he and fellow

rebels landed by boat in Cuba to
launch dieir revolution
The announcement Tuesday
raised doubts about whether he
will appear at all.
The message read at the
celebration's inaugural party said
doctors had told Castro he was
not in condition to meet with a
large crowd.
”1 direct myself to you.
intellectuals
and
prestigious
personalities of die world, with a
dilemma.” said die note. “I could
not meet with you in a small locale,
only in die Karl Marx Theater
where all the visitors would ftt.
and I was not yet in condition,
according to the doctors, to face
such a colossal encounter My
very close friends, who have
done me the honor of visiting our
country. I sign off with the great
pain of not having been able to
personally give thanks and hugs
to each and every one of you.”
The crowd responded with a
standing ovation.
More than 1.300 politicians.

artists and intellectuals from
around the globe were attending
the tribute to the man who
governed this communist-run
island for 47 years.
Cuban officials insist Castro is
recovering, however. U.S. officials
say dicy believe he suffers from
some kind of inoperable cancer
and will not live through 2007.
His ailment is a state secret.
Castro has been seen by the
public only in photos and videos
since he announced he was
temporarily ceding power to his
brother.

like to see if die personal property
tax could be eliminated or phased
out.
Granholm s plan does include
an average tax cut of 46 percent for
businesses that pay personal property
tax. Under the plan, commercial
and industrial businesses no
longer would have to pay 18 mills
in local schtxil tax and 6 mills in
state education tax on equipment
ranging from laptop computers
to huge stamping machines. The
change would mean die stale would
have to make up a larger share of
payments to schools, possibly by
using about $62() million of die
additional revenue from die tax on
gross receipts, assets and profits to
beef up die Schixil Aid tad
The SBT is set to expire at the
end of next year, and Granholm
last week urged lawmakers to put
a replacement tax in place before
wrapping up the two-year legislative

v

NATO leaders fail to gain
major reinforcements
RIGA. Latvia (AP) — In
a show of solidarity. NATO
leaders agreed Wednesday
to come to each other's aid
in emergencies anywhere in
Afghanistan, however, their
summit failed to muster
significant
reinforcements
for operations in Taliban
strongholds.
Officials said all 26
NATO members will lift
national
restrictions
on
rushing to help fellow allies
in trouble. NATO's top
soldier, Canadian Gen. Ray
Henault, said the move sent
”a strong message of unity,
determination and certainly
solidarity” and would greatly
enhance the alliance’s first
mission outside Europe.

Oregon lawyer arrested
after Madrid bombings
PORTLAND. Ore (AP)
— A lawyer the FBI wrongly
arrested after the 2004
Madrid terrorist bombings
because of a misidentified
fingerprint has settled part of
his lawsuit against the U.S.
government for $2 million.
Brandon Mayfield, who
said he was detained for two
weeks in 2004, maintained
(hat he was arrested because
of his Muslim faith.

4 .

AP Fit* Photo / Iom Gottis
Addressing the public Cuban

President Fidel Castro told admirers m
Havana Tuesday he is not well enough
to meet with them yet
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session in the next few weeks.
If die GOP-lcd legislature
tries to get an even bigger tax cut.
however, she said she would wait
and take her plan to the Legislature
early next year, after Democrats
take over control of die House.
Senate Democratic leader
Bob Lmerson of Flint and House
Democratic leader Dianne Bynim
of Onondaga w ill sponsor the fivebill package need to implement the
governor's plan Both are leaving
at the end of December because of
term limits, and Bynim said putting
a replacement tax in place would be
a fitting legacy.
"We need it not only for business
certainty but for budget purposes."
she said.
She
added
that
current
lawmakers have more expertise
in dealing with tax law. noting the
House will have 34 new members
in January

AMMAN. Jordan (AP)
— President Bush's highstakes summit with Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki
was put off Wednesday amid
political unrest in Baghdad
and public disclosure of
U.S. doubts about the Iraqi
leader's capacity to control
sectarian warfare.
The White House said
Bush and al-Maliki would
meet on Thursday.
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Pope pays visit
to Turkish cities
Pope encourages
strength, continued
faith in Turkey’s
Christian minorities
By Brian Murphy
AP Religion Writer

ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP)
— Pope Benedict XVI began his
pilgrimage among Turkey’s tiny
Christian communities Wednesday
by paying homage to an Italian
priest slain during Islamic protests
and expressing sympathy for the
pressures facing religious minorities
in the Muslim world.
The messages — made at one
of the holiest Christian sites in
TUrkey — could set the tone for the
remainder of Benedict’s first papal
trip to a Muslim nation as he tries to
strengthen bonds with the leader of
the world’s Orthodox Christians
The pope is expected to sharpen
his calls for what the Vatican calls
’’reciprocity’’ — that Muslim

Football preview
continued from page B1

The North Dakota offense
leans slightly in the direction of
the passing game The Fighting
Sioux currently averages 226 yards
through the air per game. That is
compared to the 146 yards per
game it puts on the ground.
Fighting Sioux quarterback
Reed Manke is the man in the pocket
for North Dakota. On the season.
Manke has tossed for 1.41k) yards
along with 14 touchdowns. His
favorite target is Weston Dressier,
who has caught 68 passes for 1,000

Football game
continued from page B1

Linebacker P.J. Beuke had
eight tackles with two sacks.
"Our defense was tremendous
yet again.’’ Chuck Martin said.

Dodgeball
continued from page B1

"We rarely have problems
between our varsity and JV teams."
Soukup said. “We also refuse to
make cuts. We’ve had guys who at
first didn't have much to contribute,
but turned out to be some of the
better players on our team. "
The matches themselves consist
of two 25-minute halves, which arc
stopped upon the completion of a
point. A point is earned when all
15 active players from a team are
eliminated, which could result in
double-digit scores or a 0-0 tie.
As for a set season schedule,
there is none However, the NCDA
does mandate that each team play
a certain number of games each
season, which begin in January.
These match requirements arc often
covered by tournaments where
teams can play several different
opponents

Briefs
continued from page B2

points which puts them just
below the No. 1 University of North
Dakota. Additionally. University of
California in San Diego. St. Cloud
Stale University and Ouachita
Baptist University round out the
top five in the Division II Power
Rankings
The GVSU women's team

Basketball
continued from page B2

GVSU finished the game on
a 16-4 run to claim the victory.
Redder, a senior, scored all of his
game-high 16 points during the
laker comeback
Junior Jason Jamerson finished
with 12 pouits and six rebounds,
while sophomore Pete Trammell
added 11 points GVSU’s defense
held Christian Brothers to just 33
percent shooting
The Lakers were led by two
bench players on Saturday. Junior
Joel Whymer scored a career-high
17 points, and freshman David
Thompson also set a personal best
with 13.
“Joel is an ixitstandmg shooter.
Wesley said. ‘This was the first
time he got going m a game, but he
has the ability to do that
Whymer made three 3-pointers
m the span of a minute as part of a
15-1 GVSU run late in the first half
to give the team a 38-25 lead. He
finished the game five of six from
beyond the are
The l.aken added another 15-

1

demands for greater respect in
the West must be matched by
increased tolerance and freedom
for Christians in Islamic nations
However, too much pressure
by the Roman Catholic pontiff
could nsk new friction with
Muslims after broad gestures of
goodwill in the opening hours of
the tup TUesday that sought to ease
simmering Muslim anger over the
pope’s remarks on violence and the
Prophet Muhammad.
A statement claiming to be horn
al-Qaida in Iraq denounced the
pope's visit as part of a "crusader
campaign" against Islam and an
attempt to "extinguish the burning
ember of Islam" in TUrkey Vatican
spokesman the Rev. Fedenco
Lombardi said the declaration —
posted on several Islamic militant
Web sites — shows the need for
faiths to tight “violence in the name
of God." He said "neither the pope
nor his entourage are worried "
The pope’s deepening ties with
Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew
I — called the "first among equals"

of the Orthodox leaders — also
is watched with suspicion in
TUrkey as a possible challenge to
state imposed limits on Christian
minorities and others Benedict
has declared a "fundamental
commitment to try to heal rifts
between the two ancient branches
of Christianity, which split nearly
1,000 years ago over disputes
including papal authority
At
Bartholemew’s
walled
compound in Istanbul, the pope
stood arrud Orthodox clerics and
urged both sides "to work for full
unity of Catholics and Orthodox."
The pope began at the rums of a
small stone home at the end of a dirt
road near the Aegean Sea — the site
where the Virgin Mary is thought to
have spent her last years
“I have wanted to convey
my personal love and spiritual
closeness, together with that of the
universal church, to the ChnsUan
community here in TUrkey, a
small minority which faces many
challenges and difficulties daily,"
the pope said

yards and 14 touchdowns.
However. Finnerty said the
Fighting Sioux seem to put to all
aspects of the game together to
form a formidable foe.
“North Dakota just lines up and
doesn't play all around.” Finnerty
said. "They definitely execute and
do all the things they have to do to
win.’’
The Fighting Sioux defensive
corps is nothing shabby either.
Martin said. The Lakers will find
protecting Finnerty and allowing
him time in the pocket to be a
chore, he added.
“North Dakota has become

more aggressive over the years."
Martin said. They like to cut guys
kxise and are always bringing a
lot of pressure. We need to protect
Cullen so he can make some big
plays for us.’’
» The winner of Saturday's
game will move on to the NCAA
Division U semifinal game to face
cither Delta State University or
the University of North Alabama
Delta State upset the undefeated
North Carolina Central University
last weekend.
Kickoff for Saturday’s game
is set for 12:30 p.m. at Lubbers
Stadium.

“They have been that way all
year long, and they played an
excellent football game."
The Lakers arc now 18-2 in
their last 20 playoff games. Both
losses came at the hands of the
Fighting Sioux of North Dakota

Chuck Martin said he and
his team have respect for the
Fighting Sioux because they
play at a high level and have all
the components of a great team.
The game will begin at 12:30
p.m. on Saturday.

In addition to tournaments, the
Lakers may host up to four home
matches each year. The No. 2
ranked Lakers hosted rival and No.
4 ranked Michigan State University
on Nov. 19 before a crowd of about
1.000 fans.
Despite being separated by only
two places in the rankings, the
match ended in a one-sided 15-0
victory for the Lakers. It was the
most lopsided victory for any team
in the history of the NCDA.
'The scoring in dodgeball can
be compared to scoring in hockey,
if that helps you understand just
how big the win was." Soukup
said.
The highlight of the match came
in the second half, as the two teams
were battling for a point. Four
Lakers remained in play to one
opposing Spartan when two Lakers
charged to end the point As they
approached the center line, which

cannot be crossed, the charging
players dropped to a kneeling
position as two other Lakers
hurdled their kneeling teammates
While seemingly suspended in
mid-air. the Lakers fired their balls
at the lone Spartan, hit him and
ended the point.
This play, dubbed the “piggy
back squealer." is one of several set
plays the Lakers run during their
practices
"We run some set plays, do a
lot of misdirection and anything
else that we can do to confuse
or disorientate our opponents."
Soukup said. "We go out there to
have fun, but at the same time we
like to entertain ”
The team is always kxiking to
add new members and encourages
all interested students to join in the
team's practices, he added
“Dues are $ 10. but the head shots
are free." Soukup said jokingly

earned a No. 6 ranking in Division II
with 149 points. The first place team
among the women is University of
California in San Diego.
Both GVSU teams will see
action on the road against Wheaton
College on Friday.

Sophomore Katy Tafler. who is
best known for leading the Grand

Valley State University women’s
soccer team in scoring this year,
was honored last week by ESPN
The Magazine Tafler was tagged
as a standout not only on the field
but also in the classroom. She was
added to the ESPN The Magazine
All-American Third Team, taking
into account her 33 goals on the
year akmg with a 3.73 grade point
average.

I run in the second half to put the
game out of reach.
"We played with a lot of energy,
and I was very happy with our
defensive effort," Wesley said. “We
held them to 35 percent shooting
on then home court, which is pretty
good."
Trammell totaled 14 points, and
Hall, a senior forward, added 12.
GVSUalsoaddeda74-40victory
over Upper Iowa University to its
record pnor to Thanksgiving break
Jamerson finished with a gamehigh 16 points Hall (11 pouits) and

senior Kyle Carhart (10 points) also
had solid performances.
The Lakers, ranked No. 4 in
the nation, bring a 44) record
going into their first Great l^kes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
game of the season. They will face
Saginaw Valley Stale University
Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Fieldhouse
Arena.
"We are happy where we are
at. but we are also very cautious
entering conference play." Wesley
said. "Saginaw Valley is a much
improved team from last year "

Tafler honored as All-American
by ESPN The Magazine
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Strange, but true
QUINCY. Mass. (AP) John Russo says he has been
a victim of identity theft. So
when he was asked to fork over
a photo ID just to be seated at
an IHOP pancake restaurant, he
flipped.
“‘You want my license? I'm
going for pancakes. I’m not
buying the Hope diamond,* and
they refused to seat us,** Russo
said, recounting his experience
this week at the Quincy IHOP.
The restaurant now has
agreed to reverse the policy of
requiring customers to tum over
their driver’s licenses before
they can order — a rule that was
enacted to discourage ’’dine and
dash” thefts.
WCVB-TV
in
Boston
reported the Quincy restaurant's
policy had been enacted without
corporate approval.
IHOP Corp.. based
in
Glendale. Calif., released a
statement Monday night to
WCVB that said an employee
felt the policy could eliminate
the problem of people leaving
without paying.
“This was done without
the knowledge or approval of
management. ... We apologize
to
any
guest
who
was
inconvenienced." the statement
said.
Russo said a security guard
at the restaurant had “at least
40" licenses in hand when he
arrived to eat.
“Identity theft is rampant.
I wouldn’t want to give my
license, with my address or
Social Security number to
anyone that I’m not familiar
with." Russo said “I’m going
just for breakfast."

CHARLESTON. S.C (AP)
— First came cows and palmetto
trees — as well as deer, moose,
dinosaurs and cod. Now come
the turtles.
This spring, dozens of
decorated turtles will be sunning
themselves along Charleston’s
streets as part of “Turtles on
Parade." The loggerheads will
be the work of artists using lifesize molds of 3-foot-long. 300pound loggerheads.
It is the latest in the folk art
craze that started with “Cows
on Parade” in Chicago in the
late 1990s. Six years ago. the
Palmetto Tree Project featured
dozens of colorful statues of
palmetto trees in Columbia.
Other cities have seen
everything from deer and
dinosaurs to caribou and cod
and. in Myrtle Beach, there
were carousel horses.
The turtle project, which
will be on display as part of the
Piccolo Spoleto. was the idea
of Robin Asbury. who. while
working for the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
helped
create a pride of lions.
He expects as many as 75
turtles to be part of the exhibit
with the money raised going
to sea turtle rescue and other
conservation work at the South
Carolina aquanum.
Business sponsors support
the project and pick proposals
from artists, who get a $1,000
stipend. The statues will remain
on display through the summer
when they will be auctioned as
part of a Anal fund-raiser.
“It’s
innovative.
It's
educational. It’s whimsical It’s
fun. It’s great public art." said
Ellen Dressier Moryl of Piccolo
Spoleto.

EAST ROCKAWAY. N Y.
(AP) — A man was taken to
a hospital after tangling with
a venomous fish in his home
aquarium, police said.
A one spot foxface rabbitfish
bit the 19-year-old aquanst
Tuesday night while he was
working on his fish tank in East
Rockaway, said Nassau County
Police Officer Thomas Brussell.
The species, known by
the scientific name Siganus
unimaculatus, has venomous

spines on its back, according
to fishbase.org. an electronic
database
maintained
by
researchers. Also called the
blotched foxface rabbitfish,
the fish is found in tropical
seas off western Australia, the
Philippines and other parts of
the western Pacific Ocean.
Brussell said East Rockaway
firefighters took the young man
to a local hospital with a bite to
his left index finger around 9:25
p.m., but information on his
injuries and condition wasn’t
available early Wednesday.
Police would not release the
man's name.

TWO RIVERS, Wis (AP)
— A squirrel got a fiery surprise
when it apparently got curious
about a chimney.
The squirrel fell down a
chimney at a Two Rivers home
and landed in a fire in a fireplace
Monday night, said TWo Rivers
Assistant Fire Chief Gary
Shavlik.
The squirrel escaped the
fire and ran around the house.
Shavlik said.
Firefighters later caught it and
called Wildlife of Wisconsin, an
agency that helps wild animals.
The squirrel suffered from
bloody paws.
The squinel is alive and there
was no fire damage, Shavlik
said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Divers this week will go where
no one has been before — inside
a giant pipe that carries treated
waste water five miles out into
the Pacific from the nation’s
second-largest city.
The Five-Mile Outfall from
the Hyperion Treatment Plant
on the coast of Santa Monica
Bay has never been inspected
internally since it was built
in 1960. though it has annual
external inspections.
Three divers will enter the
shore end of the outfall on
Wednesday and inspect two
dozen joints in the first 2,500
feet of the pipe, said Lauren
Skinner, a spokeswoman for the
Department of Public Works.
To allow the inspection, flow
of effluent was to be diverted
to the plant's One-Mile Outfall
starting Tuesday and ending
Thursday evening. The shorter
pipe is normally only used for
emergencies.
Officials planned to close
a long swath of beaches from

Baliona Creek south to the
Manhattan Beach Pier and
study how the discharge plume
spreads, for public health
reasons and to determine impact
on sea life.
The monitoring will involve
scientists from the University
of Southern California, the
Southern California Coastal
Ocean
Observing
System
and NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, which will provide
satellite imagery of the plume.
Hyperion is the city's largest
treatment plant, serving almost
all of Los Angeles as well as
neighboring contract cities.

PHOENIX (AP) - Carefree
has found something to get upset
about: the town outside Phoenix
has posted signs threatening
recreational motorcycle riders
with $750 fines if their bikes
make too much noise.
The signs went up Monday
despite
neighboring
Cave
Creek's protests that the signs
are discriminatory.
Local bikers oppose the signs
and the fines, which previously
were only $50.
However.
motorcycle
manufacturers
generally
applauded Carefree’s efforts to
get bikers to ride responsibly.
The signs are part of a
program Carefree launched to
encourage bikers to throttle
down as they ride through
Carefree on their way to popular
biker bars in Cave Creek. Bikers
must ride through Carefree to
get to Cave Creek.
The program emphasizes
education
as
well
as
consequences.
Carefree also plans to spend
$250,000 for increased law
enforcement with the Maricopa
County Sheriff’s Office.
The maximum number of
decibels allowed is 80, down 5
decibels from the town’s 2002
noise ordinance. Eighty decibels
is slightly quieter than a kitchen
garbage disposal.
Carefree Councilman Bob
Coady estimated only 10 percent
of bikers cause problems, but
they still make plenty of noise
when a large number of bikers
come into Cave Creek on
weekends in the cooler months.
At a Nov. 8 Carefree Town
Council meeting, resident Mike
Beck said many of his neighbors
are so fed up they want to sell
their homes, but it is too noisy
to even show them.
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mod*
47 ConsoMMe
43 Green
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% riANYTHING BUT
ANOTHER QUIET NIGHT.
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Find die lined words in the diagram They n» m all
backward, up. down and diagonally.
12 suspects
12 wounds
1933
2 solutions

Armstrongs
Bouc
Christie
Conductor

Istanbul
Justice?
London
Poirot

YOU CAN'T MISS

Snowbound
Stabbing
Tram
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Griffins vt. Rochester
FH. December 1 O 6:30 VAN ANDEL ARENA

Find answers on 65
we

cups

With special performance by "THE EFFORT" and post-game
Calvin / Hope Hockey Showdown.

Student night i* every night (except Set.) Lower Bowl $10
with student I.D. at the box office window.

Griffins vt. Rochester
Sat. December 2 • 7:00 VAN ANDEL ARENA
With special performance by Nickelodeon's Drake Bell.
For details and schedule go to griffinshockey.com/fun.
College Life Exaggerate By Lindecy Waggoner
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MARKETPLACE
1

Buy tickets at tha 2020 Desk for
RHA'a A Prom to Dio Murder
Mystery Dinned 80 s theme! $3.
Held at the Alumni House Dec.
7th. Doors at 6:30pm, show at
7pm.
Check out RHAJ We meet Tues
days at 9pm In Kirkhof Pare
Marquette. We have 3 aboard
positions open- Executive Vice
President, VP of Finance and
VP of Programming. Email
RHA_prezOyahoo.com if inter
ested.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Feeling like a good movie?
Cinemark in Rivertown Cross
ings Mall and the Woodland
Mall area have movies playing
everyday! Check out www.cinemark.com for movies times.
Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian’s
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian’s is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY.
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS. SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS’’ UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.

■

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays!
Drink specials and great times
with friends. Drinks, grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451 -4300 for directions.

Office and Professional posi
tions available in various indus
tries and fields. Apply at
www.axiosincorporated.com or
contact us at 616-726-8483

Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WINI
Locations
in
Commons,
42nd/Pierce, Rec. Center, Kirk
hof Center. Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790
f 1 Spring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed. Group dis
counts for 6+. Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips! yyww.SprinflBreaKDiacounts.com
or
800-838-8202
Good food, great prices! Mr.
Gyro's has American, Mediter
ranean. and Indian Cuisine and
offers 15% off all food for stu
dents. Also, take time to study
with their FREE wifi Internet!
3900 Lake Michigan Drive.
Grand Rapids 616-791-6660

PERSONALS

Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 9:30
pm-12midnight, Fairlanes hosts
College Night. 3 games plus
shoes for just $6,001 Also, there
are many dhnk and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night out! 3335 Fairlanes Ave.,
Grandville. 616-534-6038

1

ROOMMATES

Now hiring: Exotic dancers, fe
male
and
male.
Great
money/ftexable hours. No nu
dity required. Apply in person at
Parkway Tropics, 814 Lake
Michigan Dr. Just east of down
town campus.

TEACHERS

WANTEDI

for
Grand Rapids area. Elementary
after school science programs,
no science background re
quired. Must have experience
working with large groups of
children. Hours range from
2-5:30 pm, apply online at
www.madsciencekzoo.com.
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

FOR SALE

SERVICES
Gospel Recording Studio 6
long demo only $99.00. Produc
tion provided 616-734-9779

OPPORTUNITIES
HOUSING

The hotel closest to campus is
only 1 block NW of GVSU. We
have 60 spacious guestrooms
and
suites which include
high-speed internet. Free conti
nental breakfast and there's an
indoor pool. Please call to re
serve a room at 616-892-8000

WANTED

64th Street Apartments. FREE
Internet. Cable and Central Air!
Washer & Dryer in each unit. 4
Bedrooms. 2 Bath. Close to
GVSU. 10 to 12 month leases
available. $900/month. 3 people
max. Call 616-957-5680
Roommate needed for winter
semester 2007. Country Place
Apartments. For more informa
tion
please
contact Julia
(586)242-1202

CONGRATULATIONS

Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

BIRTHDAYS

Grand VaKey Lan thorn
Thursday November 30, 2006

■i-?~===.._i--------
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HOUSING

HOUSING

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.

Roommate needed to take over
Imm In Copper Beech this
January. Only $340/month.
Own bedroom and bathroom.
Contact
Whitney
•
517-944-5024

Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom.
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electric. Optional den.
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo
miniums O 616-457-3714

V«r Info;

INTERNSHIPS
LOST & FOUND
Lost something? Found some
thing? Get the word out. Go to
lanthom.com and click
“classifieds".

MISCELLANEOUS

Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2006. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It’s
only a bus ride awayl

SPRING BREAK

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting
$419/month,
$125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com

INFORMATION

800-488-8828

www.sandpiperbeacon.com
Free Spring Break
Model Search Calendar’

129 Dean St.- 3 bedrooms, 1.5
baths, washer/dryer, pets wel
come, 2 stall garage, 3 season
porch, back deck and over
1,400 sq. feet of living space:
$950 per month. It is within min
utes to downtown Grand Rap
ids and walking distances to
parks. Contact Sarah at (616)
745-1549.

' V*. K' lot ' •!'

MUhdMH

Completely remodeled with
cool design layout, 2 bedroom
apartment, 1 full bath, approxi
mately 1,000 sq. feet. Only 1
minute walk to Pew Campus,
downtown GR. Located on the
corner of Fulton and Lexington.
$975/month. Ask for Tim at
742-3846
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Come out and sec us at the new urban community
at Winding Creek Circle. We’re less than a mile
from GVSU and a mere 20 minutes from Down
town Grand Rapids.
Open December 2 & 3, 9 & 10, 2006 1-5 p.m.
Refreshments provided.
^ __
Builder may consider trades.
4^^ju«cJcm,YT<

$1,291.80

Office: 456-6000 ext 323
Wendy: 293-4663

M»n

This was the most expensive
electric biH for one month at

wmt

KIRKPATRICK
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Happy Holidays!
cwp cw

Your
Ad
Here

II MIVAIIOWt

Let me ~ Lisa, pampt
pamper you
for the Holidayss ana receive
a FREE gift.
5

I would love to pamper you thh holiday
season. With ten years •xperienca In hair
design, specializing in cuts, color. My
jnd **y**hrow Arth'nQ

NFW CLIENTS - WITH USA ONLY

12/31/06

12/31/06

m

$10.00 OFF

SOS OFF

$2.00 OFF

FOILS AND REIMS

HAIRCUT W/COLM

FYtMMI
AKHIN^WAXMA

FVSHM HAIR OIStSR

MISI0« HAIR OtSIM

HIS KM HAIR MSMN

COUPON EXP.

Don’t delay, cal me today*

(616) 895 1442

(OURONS MAY N01 N UVD WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS

Fusion Hair Design

si

4963 Lake Michigan Dr., Auendaie

call us.
grand valley lanthorn
(616)331-2460

rdwalk Subs

■ ■ ■ ■ ■i ■ ■ ■ ■
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4154 Lake Michigan Drive
Standale, Ml
(616)453-7275

$50FF

any Forty Sub/Catnriny ortfart

5422 S. Division Ave
Kentwood, Ml
(616)

FREE 1/2 SUB
upti
to 2

meats
with purchase
of a pop & chips
Men. thru Sat.
1030 a.m. -9 pm
Sen. 11 am.-5 pm.

If you are experiencing problems with your thermostat,
please call facility services at x1 -3000 or notify your RA!

Expires 1/18/07
Not valid with any other offer or coupon
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ADVERTISEMENT

Thursday, November 30. 2006

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Spacious 4 Bedroom units - over 1330 sq. ft.
Central Air
Washer and Dryer in ALL units
Dishwasher
I
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $325/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

Adj'acmt to
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CAMPUS

The
MEAixyws
W Campus Dr

'ments

2 Bedroom units

Spacious Living with over 1000 sci. ft.
Air Conditioning
On-site laundry Facility
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $290/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

j4llUnits include.
Website for 24/7 communications widi management
High-Speed Internet and Digital Cable TV available
Bus Stop for easy commute
and Free Tanning!

Check us out online
UHMC- c ftiviniimiPM.
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CAMPU

ampus
MI 49401

895-5904
’canipuswest.net

APARTMENTS

